
RESEARCH ESSAY TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT

One of the hardest parts of writing a research paper can be just finding a good topic to write about. Fortunately we've
done the hard work for.

There are dozens of ways to brainstorm, such as discussing with classmates, reading topic prompts, sample
papers, magazines, journals, blogs, or books. Take a look at these examples of persuasive research topics:
Using animals to conduct research experiments is wrong. Experts recommend picking an appropriate language
style for your research paper and focusing on every section separately. The usage of nuclear power: shall
humanity rely on it? Find your field and focus on it! Is feminism changing American society? Ask the
supervisor for additional instructions to have a clear understanding of what you are supposed to do that will
allow you to focus on other essential aspects of the writing process. Examine the differences and similarities
between Western and Eastern concepts and practices of kingship. Persuasive writing, therefore, should move
people and shake their emotions. How to stop bullying in schools. Find more advanced writing tips by going
the link shared by the most successful scholars who used to survive their hardest academic years! How does
the government assess the health care needs of communities? An interesting and innovative topic will intrigue
your readers and motivate them to read the entire piece. Who was a greater inventor, Leonardo di Vinci or
Thomas Edison? When will humanity start implementing brain chips? They will demand a lot of time and
effort from you. How can we use carbon dioxide? How did YouTube change popular culture? Terrorism and
how it affects businesses. Make a list of the commonly used keywords that will help you explore the subject in
detail. This list contains topics that are narrow enough to handle in a research paper, but broad enough so that
you can locate excellent information. Compare and contrast the Russian Czarism of Peter, Elizabeth, and
Catherine with the monarchies of England and France in the 18th and 19th centuries. Anorexia and obesity â€”
Two sides to one story. The most controversial issues of birth control. Explore the possibility of unicorns.
Write the project step-by-step rather than complete research paper at one time. Persuasive Research Paper
Topics As a speaker or writer, it is your responsibility to persuade the reader about an issue. Can music
therapy help in the treatment of mental disorders? Should colleges pay student-athletes and how should they
do it? What are the various minimum wages around the world? Keep in mind that your thesis should be
specific. Exploring unfair child labor in the workplace.


